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1  | INTRODUC TION

High-elevation streams are some of the most extreme ecosystems 
on Earth, yet they harbor extensive aquatic insect biodiversity and 
support a high degree of endemism (Hotaling et al., 2017). High-
elevation streams occur from >2,000 m (at higher latitudes) to 
>4,000 m (lower latitudes) and represent nearly 5% of the world's 
waterways (Figure 1). They are typically fed by multiple meltwater 

sources, can be covered by snow and ice for most of the year, and 
are often fragmented and isolated, with cold, turbulent, fast-flowing 
water, low ionic strength, low oxygen availability, and high levels of 
UV radiation (when not covered by snow; Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017). 
High-elevation stream conditions are also highly variable in space 
and time, depending on source, drainage geology, elevation, aspect, 
latitude, and time of year. Collectively, however, high-elevation 
streams are experiencing some of the most rapid climate-driven 
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Abstract
Climate change is altering conditions in high-elevation streams worldwide, with 
largely unknown effects on resident communities of aquatic insects. Here, we review 
the challenges of climate change for high-elevation aquatic insects and how they 
may respond, focusing on current gaps in knowledge. Understanding current effects 
and predicting future impacts will depend on progress in three areas. First, we need 
better descriptions of the multivariate physical challenges and interactions among 
challenges in high-elevation streams, which include low but rising temperatures, low 
oxygen supply and increasing oxygen demand, high and rising exposure to ultravio-
let radiation, low ionic strength, and variable but shifting flow regimes. These fac-
tors are often studied in isolation even though they covary in nature and interact in 
space and time. Second, we need a better mechanistic understanding of how physi-
cal conditions in streams drive the performance of individual insects. Environment-
performance links are mediated by physiology and behavior, which are poorly known 
in high-elevation taxa. Third, we need to define the scope and importance of poten-
tial responses across levels of biological organization. Short-term responses are de-
fined by the tolerances of individuals, their capacities to perform adequately across a 
range of conditions, and behaviors used to exploit local, fine-scale variation in abiotic 
factors. Longer term responses to climate change, however, may include individual 
plasticity and evolution of populations. Whether high-elevation aquatic insects can 
mitigate climatic risks via these pathways is largely unknown.
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changes on Earth and appear to be warming faster than aquatic sys-
tems elsewhere in the world (IPCC, 2018; Pepin et al., 2015; Wang 
et al., 2016). Rising temperatures, in turn, are leading to lower aver-
age snowfall and spring snowpack (Marty & Blanchet, 2012; Mote 
et al., 2005), shrinkage or loss of glaciers, and permanent snowfields 
(Beniston et al., 2018; Zemp et al., 2015), and subsequent shifts in 
flow regimes and water chemistry (Huss & Hock, 2018; IPCC, 2019). 
More broadly, understanding the challenges faced by high-eleva-
tion stream insects is paramount for preserving biodiversity and 
for protecting the ecosystem services provided by high-elevation 
biomes, which include providing clean, predictable flows for lower 
elevation ecosystems and the human populations that depend on 
them and sustaining high-quality areas for tourism, recreation, and 
cultural practices (Klein et al., 2019; Locatelli et al., 2017; Viviroli 
et al., 2007).

Insects (including mayflies, stoneflies, caddisflies, beetles, 
and true flies) are the dominant fauna in high-elevation streams 
(Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017). Such broad taxonomic diversity indi-
cates that insects have repeatedly invaded high-elevation waters. 
How have high-elevation stream insects responded to anthropo-
genic climate change? How will they respond in the future? In gen-
eral, the outlook is bleak (Brown et al., 2007; Giersch et al., 2017; 
Hotaling et al., 2017; Lencioni, 2018). Aquatic insects are thought 
to be among the most sensitive aquatic taxa to environmental 
change and are commonly used as bioindicators of water quality 
(DeWalt et al., 2005). Extirpations of some high-elevation stream 
taxa have already occurred (Lencioni, 2018), and two species are 
now listed as threatened in the United States (U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service, 2019). Even when populations persist, they may con-
tain fewer individuals, reflecting stress from novel combinations 

of physical conditions or negative biotic interactions with newly 
arrived lowland species (Lencioni, 2018). In the future, additional 
shifts in species ranges and community composition will likely 
occur, as well as declines in habitat heterogeneity and beta (differ-
ence among elevations) and gamma (regional) biodiversity (Brown 
et al., 2007; Hotaling et al., 2017; Jacobsen et al., 2012; but see 
Muhlfeld et al., 2020). The predictions above, however, rest on 
limited climatic and biological knowledge. Despite relatively de-
tailed analyses of temperature, other impacts of climate change 
on high-elevation communities are poorly known. Likewise, aside 
from research on a few focal taxa, the behavioral, physiological, 
and evolutionary mechanisms underlying potential responses 
to climate change have been understudied. Insect responses to 
climate change will ultimately stem from both abiotic and biotic 
interactions. However, the first priority is to understand the influ-
ence of the physical environment on insects, before including the 
complexity of biotic interactions.

Our ability to understand and predict current and future ef-
fects of climate change will, therefore, hinge on addressing the 
following gaps in knowledge. First, in high-elevation streams, mul-
tiple physical characteristics are changing simultaneously in time 
and space, including temperature, flow regime, water chemistry, 
and exposure to ultraviolet radiation (Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017). 
Thus, understanding insect responses will require theory and ex-
periments that explicitly incorporate multivariate challenges and 
that examine populations distributed across varying environ-
mental conditions (Todgham & Stillman, 2013). Second, insect 
performance and fitness depend on interactions among physical 
factors. Interactions arise because core life processes—for ex-
ample, balancing rates of oxygen supply and demand—integrate 

F I G U R E  1   The definition of “high-elevation” is somewhat subjective (Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017) but is characterized, overall, by a 
combination of factors including cold temperatures, low oxygen availability, strong contributions from melting ice or snow, and lack of 
surrounding woody vegetation. In general, these conditions and our definition of “high-elevation” correspond to elevations above 4,000 m at 
low latitudes, declining to above 2,000 m at high latitudes. By this definition, approximately 3.88% of Earth's surface (excluding Antarctica) 
and 4.85% of streams reside at high elevations. High-elevation regions are shown in red. Map and calculations were made by analyzing 
stream (HydroRIVERS, World Wildlife Fund), elevation (Global Land One-km Base Elevation Project, NOAA) and latitude–longitude (World 
Latitude and Longitude service pack, ESRI) datasets, using GIS software (Arc GIS 10.6)
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multiple aspects of the physical environment such as dissolved 
oxygen, temperature, and flow velocity (Jacobsen, 2000; Verberk 
et al., 2011; Woods, 1999). Interactions also arise because insect 
responses are constrained by trade-offs, for example, metabolic 
energy devoted to coping with UV damage becomes unavailable 
for mitigating thermal stress. Predicting the outcomes of such 
interactions requires understanding the behavioral and physio-
logical mechanisms that aquatic insects use to respond to local 
temporal and spatial variation (Helmuth et al., 2005). Third, insect 
responses span multiple timescales and levels of organization. For 
example, in the short term, individual insects may mitigate difficult 
conditions via behavioral, physiological, or morphological plas-
ticity. Over longer timescales, the evolution of new behavioral or 
physiological capacities may allow insects to live in novel environ-
ments. Thus, predicting the fates of populations requires under-
standing their immediate responses to climatic challenges and the 
complex interactions that will drive evolutionary change.

We build on related reviews (e.g., Elser et al., in press; Hotaling 
et al., 2017; Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017; McGregor et al., 1995; 
Milner & Petts, 1994; Ward, 1994) by synthesizing the physiolog-
ical challenges beyond temperature extremes that insects face in 
high elevation streams, from both singular and interactive per-
spectives. We explore the knowledge gaps identified above by 
first describing the physical and physiological challenges of life 
in high-elevation streams and how they are being altered by cli-
mate change. Next, we highlight key physiological and behavioral 
pathways by which physical challenges interact with one another 
and potential behavioral, plastic, and evolutionary responses by 
individuals, populations, and species. Because aquatic insects 
have complex life cycles that typically involve aquatic and terres-
trial stages, responses to climate change will depend on changes 
to aquatic as well as nearby terrestrial conditions (Kingsolver 
et al., 2011). However, because aquatic insects spend the majority 
of their lives developing in streams, we focus primarily on aquatic 
juvenile stages—nymphs and larvae.

2  | CHALLENGES TO LIFE IN HIGH-
ELE VATION STRE AMS

For high-elevation aquatic taxa, life is presumably structured by 
the challenges of physically and chemically extreme environments. 
Below, we focus on five key challenges—low temperature, low oxy-
gen availability, variable flow regimes, high levels of ultraviolet ra-
diation, and low ionic strength—as well as their interactions. We 
also discuss how climate change is altering these challenges and the 
resulting consequences for aquatic insects (Figure 2). Determining 
which changes will threaten insects the most will require identify-
ing how physiological traits vary across stages of development (e.g., 
eggs, larvae, adults) and how insects respond to both acute and 
prolonged exposure to novel conditions. Below, we use the terms 
“summer” and “winter” to refer to seasonal conditions specific to 
temperate streams.

2.1 | Low water temperature

Temperature strongly influences biological processes and has thus 
dominated studies on the effects of climate change on small ec-
totherms (Clarke, 1998; Kingsolver & Huey, 2008). High-elevation 
streams generally present insects with very low temperatures. 
However, thermal regimes can vary widely and warm temperatures 
(>10°C) can readily occur in summer (Figure 3). Rapidly increasing air 
temperatures coupled with receding permanent snowfields are pre-
dicted to result in shorter winters and to extend the duration of ex-
treme heat events (IPCC, 2018, 2019). How aquatic taxa cope with 
prolonged cold in the present and how they will respond to more 
frequent heat stress in the future requires further research. Here 
we discuss our current understanding of thermal tolerance in high-
elevation aquatic insects.

In many localities, high-elevation insects can encounter pro-
longed periods of injurious or lethally cold temperatures, especially 
in winter (Wissinger et al., 2016). At temperatures below freezing, 
insects can enter a reversible paralysis (‘chill coma’) at their critical 
thermal minimum (CTMIN), where they become susceptible to injury 
(Denlinger & Lee, 2010; MacMillan & Sinclair, 2011). Internal ice 
formation is the clearest threat to insect survival, but prolonged 
exposure to near freezing temperatures can also be problem-
atic (Bale, 1993; Lencioni, 2004). The capacity for survival at low 
temperatures is referred to as “cold hardiness,” and insects can 
be grouped into three categories based on their responses (from 
most to least susceptible): chill-susceptible, freeze-avoidant, and 
freeze-tolerant (Bale, 1993; Sinclair et al., 2015) with each strategy 
supported by distinct physiological mechanisms (Lencioni, 2004). 
For high-elevation stream insects, however, these mechanisms 
remain poorly known, in part due to the practical challenges of 
studying cold physiology in habitats that are difficult to access and 
typically under deep snow for prolonged periods. In summer, melt-
water stoneflies (Lednia tumana) do not survive being encapsulated 
in ice, suggesting that under the right circumstances, midsummer 
cold snaps could be lethal to stoneflies (Hotaling, Shah, et al.,  
in press). If these traits are plastic, insects may become seasonally 
tolerant of winter cold and ice-like stoneflies residing in the Arctic 
(Walters et al., 2009, 2011).

Although high-elevation streams are dominated by cold tem-
peratures, they can warm significantly in summer (>10°C) during 
periods of higher air temperatures and intense solar radiation 
(Hotaling et al., 2020; Jacobsen et al., 2010). Stream tempera-
tures are already warming worldwide (Mohseni & Stefan, 1999; 
Pilgrim et al., 1998). Average winter temperatures are increas-
ing by ~0.7°C per decade in forest and moorland streams in the 
United Kingdom (Durance & Ormerod, 2007) and summer stream 
temperatures are increasing by ~0.2°C per decade in the north-
western United States (Isaak et al., 2012). Rates of warming are 
likely even greater at high elevations (e.g., Bradley et al., 2006; 
Cannone et al., 2008). For example, on the Tibetan plateau, air 
temperatures are increasing by ~0.5°C per decade at 2,800 m 
but by ~0.7°C per decade at 4,600 m (Pepin et al., 2015). By 
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2100, stream temperatures are predicted to rise by 3 and 1.8°C 
in the Cascade and Rocky Mountains of western North America, 
respectively (Hill et al., 2014). In some regions, rates of warm-
ing may be even more intense, as mean summer stream tem-
peratures in the European Alps are rising at 2.5°C per decade 
(Niedrist & Füreder, 2020). Climate change scenarios also predict 
greater variance in temperature and more frequent occurrence 
of temperature extremes, with pervasive effects on organisms 
(Dillon et al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2012; IPCC, 2018; Jacobsen & 
Dangles, 2017; Shah, Gill, et al., 2017).

The vulnerability of high-elevation stream insects to climate 
change may depend largely on whether they can tolerate warmer 
temperatures. The upper thermal limits of aquatic taxa, however, 
are poorly known, especially compared to terrestrial insects (re-
viewed by Chown et al., 2015). Compared to temperate taxa, even 
less is known about taxa in the tropics (Chown et al., 2015), where 
aquatic insect biodiversity is high (Gill et al., 2016; Jacobsen 
et al., 1997; Polato et al., 2018) and species may be living closer 
to their upper thermal limits (Deutsch et al., 2008). In a compar-
ison of critical thermal maximum (CTMAX) of aquatic insects in 

F I G U R E  2   Physical and physiological challenges faced by high-elevation stream insects in the present day (left) and at the end of 
the 21st century (right). The scenario depicted here is for organisms that will not undergo uphill migrations and for streams with strong 
glacial meltwater influences. Graphs represent predicted trends in temperature, oxygen, flow, UV, and salinity. (a) Aquatic insects 
currently inhabiting high-elevation streams typically experience relatively deep, cold, fast-flowing water due to high meltwater input. 
(b) This results in high oxygen solubility and thin boundary layers around insect bodies. But low diffusion coefficients reduce the net 
supply of oxygen (i.e., rate of oxygen diffusion) to insects. (c) However, metabolic rates are also low at cold temperatures, and oxygen 
demand remains low. Current levels of UV radiation, although harmful, are partially blocked by deep water, glacial till, or snow cover. 
Insects are also challenged by low salinity as they must expend energy to maintain ionic homeostasis, especially during floods. By the 
end of the 21st century, we predict a number of changes to high-elevation streams. (d) Increased air temperatures will result in weaker 
meltwater contributions, shallower streams, warmer water temperatures and lower flows, with multiple effects on the factors that 
influence rates of oxygen supply. (e) Lower flows will thicken boundary layers and higher temperatures will decrease oxygen solubility. 
(f) High temperatures will also increase diffusion coefficients and decrease water viscosity (partially offsetting the effect of low flows 
on boundary layers), leading to higher levels of oxygen supply. Higher rates of supply, however, are unlikely to meet insects' now 
much higher metabolic demand. Decreased snow cover, glacial till, and water depth will subject insects to increased damage from UV 
radiation, though these may be offset at moderate elevations by rising treeline. Lower streamflow may also increase salinity, reducing 
costs of osmoregulation
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the Rocky Mountains (temperate) and Andes (tropical), temper-
ate species exhibited higher CTMAX than their equatorial rela-
tives (Shah, Gill, et al., 2017). This pattern may be explained by 
the much higher summer maxima in temperate than in tropical 
alpine streams. Similar patterns are found at local scales. For ex-
ample, populations of an alpine stonefly experiencing low sum-
mer maximum temperatures (due to constant input from ice melt) 
had lower CTMAX values than nearby populations from warmer 
streams (Hotaling et al., 2020). Species that exhibit a lower CTMAX 
are likely to be more vulnerable to warming, especially if they lack 
the capacity to disperse widely or exhibit plasticity in thermal tol-
erance traits (Shah, Funk, et al., 2017; Shah, Gill, et al., 2017).

As with most taxa, studies of aquatic insect thermal tolerance 
tend to focus on acute, extreme warming events (e.g., CTMAX). But 
high-elevation insects also face prolonged exposure to warming, 
which can affect development rates and emergence timing (Harper & 
Peckarsky, 2006), alter life histories (e.g., shift populations from semi- to 
univoltine; Braune et al., 2008), and depress fertility (Walsh et al., 2019). 
Decrements in performance or even death may also occur from pro-
longed temperature-induced oxygen shortages (Verberk et al., 2016). 
Understanding the effects of chronic, sublethal warm temperatures 
remains one of the most important avenues of future research.

2.2 | Functional hypoxia arising from interactions 
between oxygen and temperature

For aerobic animals, including aquatic insects, ensuring that ox-
ygen supply matches metabolic demand is a fundamental chal-
lenge (Jacobsen, 2020). Whether oxygen supply and demand 
are equivalent depends on both physical conditions (level of 
oxygen, flow velocity, turbulence, viscosity, and temperature) 
and organismal traits (body size, positioning in flow, and meta-
bolic density). Stream warming will have large, systemic effects 
on oxygen supply and demand. Warmer water generally stimu-
lates metabolic demand for oxygen more than it increases sup-
ply from the environment and can lead to functional hypoxia 
(inadequate oxygen supply to tissues; Harrison et al., 2018; 
Verberk et al., 2011; Woods, 1999; but see Rostgaard & 
Jacobsen, 2005; Jacobsen, 2020). We examine this problem by 
considering how elevation and temperature jointly affect (a) 
stream oxygen levels, (b) oxygen transport to aquatic insects, 
and (c) the ratio of oxygen supply to demand. Given the central, 
integrating roles of aerobic metabolism in insect performance 
and life history, we provide additional detail in this section 
compared to the others.

F I G U R E  3   Water temperature 
(annual ranges indicated by gray bars), 
conductivity (single measurements, blue 
circles), and depth (single measurements, 
black bars) are generally low- for high-
elevation streams but are highly variable 
among streams. Water temperature 
ranges and conductivity levels from low-
elevation mountain streams also vary,  
but are generally higher: 0–22°C, 229  
µS/cm; 0–18°C, 166 µS/cm; 0–18°C, 
44 µS/cm (Blackfoot, Bitterroot, Flathead 
Rivers, Montana, USA, respectively). High-
elevation stream data were collected from 
Glacier National Park, Montana, and Teton 
National Park, Wyoming, USA (Hotaling, 
Foley, et al., 2019; Hotaling, Shah, et al.,  
in press; Tronstad et al., 2020; S. Hotaling, 
unpublished data, 2015–2019). Low-
elevation data were retrieved from the 
U.S. Geological Survey (2020)
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Whether high-elevation streams are perceived as oxygen-rich 
or oxygen-poor depends in part on how oxygen levels are ex-
pressed—as partial pressures (PO2) or concentrations (Verberk 
et al., 2011). Atmospheric PO2 declines with elevation (e.g., 
21.2 kPa at sea level; 14.6 kPa at 3,000 m at 10°C), and because 
high-elevation streams typically have fast flows, with substantial 
turbulence and mixing, PO2 in the water will match local atmo-
spheric values. Expressed as PO2, oxygen levels thus fall with ele-
vation. At lower temperatures, however, oxygen solubility in water 
rises, which increases oxygen concentrations for a given PO2. At 
high elevations, the temperature effect on solubility largely off-
sets decreasing local PO2. Jacobsen (2000), for example, showed 
that oxygen concentrations were virtually constant at 8 mg/L in 
46 small streams distributed across a 4,000 m elevational gradient 
in the Andes.

For aquatic insects, however, oxygen level in the stream (ex-
pressed as partial pressure or concentration) is only one of sev-
eral factors that determine rates of oxygen supply, which is the 
rate (flux, J) at which oxygen moves from the water into the insect 
by diffusion. Counterintuitively, oxygen supply declines in cold 
water—even though low temperatures increase oxygen solubil-
ity—because low temperatures also depress diffusion coefficients 
of oxygen and increase the thickness of boundary layers by mak-
ing water more viscous (Figure 2; Denny, 1993). These factors are 
usefully summarized in a simplified version of Fick's first law of 
diffusion:

where A is the area of the respiratory surface (or whole body surface 
if oxygen is taken up everywhere), L is the diffusion length (related 
to the thicknesses of the adherent boundary layer of water and the 
insect cuticle), DO2

 and �O2
 are the diffusion coefficient and solubility 

of O2 in water, respectively, and ΔPO2 is the difference between PO2 
in the environment and inside the insect. From Equation 1, Verberk 
et al. (2011) derived the oxygen supply index (OSI), which predicts 
how oxygen supply changes with both temperature and elevation 
(Figure 4). The OSI predicts that oxygen supply decreases with in-
creasing elevation and decreasing temperature. For example, the 
predicted OSI at 4,000 m is only 32% of its value at sea level (see 
also Jacobsen, 2000). Thus, regardless of the metric used, partial 
pressure or concentration of oxygen, the potential rate of oxygen 
supply declines with elevation.

Finally, rate of oxygen supply itself matters only in relation to 
metabolic demand for oxygen; supply and demand must balance over 
timescales longer than a few minutes, and mismatches can lead to 
the buildup of anaerobic metabolites (Verberk et al., 2013). In prin-
ciple, demand for oxygen by high-elevation insects should be low, 
because they are often cold, and metabolism generally declines 
more steeply with temperature than supply (Verberk et al., 2011; 
Woods, 1999). Rostgaard and Jacobsen (2005), however, showed 
that aquatic insects from several orders had metabolic rates that de-
clined only modestly up to almost 4,000 m in the Andes.

At high elevations, aquatic insects may increase oxygen sup-
ply by using specialized adaptations, which modify the parame-
ters in Equation 1. Oxygen uptake, for example, is enhanced by 
increasing respiratory surface area (A) relative to body mass, and 
this approach is used by species that have tracheal gills, the thin-
walled outgrowths of the tracheal system used for gas exchange 
(Wiggins, 2004). There is, however, no consistent support for this 
strategy among high-elevation aquatic insects: relative gill sizes of 
caddisfly larvae along a 4,000 m elevation gradient in Ecuador did 
not increase significantly with elevation (Jacobsen, 2000), nor was 
there any difference between mean body size of stream macroinver-
tebrate families from below 1,000 m and above 3,500 m in Ecuador 
(Jacobsen et al., 2003). Oxygen uptake can also be enhanced by re-
ducing diffusion lengths (L) through the cuticle or by minimizing the 
thickness of adherent boundary layers of water. Thin boundary lay-
ers can be achieved by an animal choosing positions in higher veloc-
ity flows (Resh & Rosenberg, 1984) or by disrupting them transiently 
using body or gill movements (Lancaster et al., 2013; Rostgaard & 
Jacobsen, 2005). Finally, oxygen uptake can be increased by lower-
ing the internal PO2, such that the gradient (ΔPO2) is maximized (see 
Lane et al., 2017), or by expressing the oxygen-binding respiratory 
protein hemocyanin (Amore et al., 2009; Hagner-Holler et al., 2004). 
Hemocyanin is expressed, for example, in high-elevation stoneflies 
and may be upregulated at high temperatures (Hotaling et al., 2020).

The roles that oxygen will play in organismal responses to climate 
change will depend on understanding the complex set of physical and 
physiological factors bearing on oxygen supply and demand. Shifts in 
these factors will be manifest primarily through warming, which may 

(1)J=ADO2
�O2

ΔPOO2
∕L,

F I G U R E  4   In high-elevation streams, the oxygen supply index 
(OSI) is low because partial pressures of oxygen are low and 
because cold temperatures depress diffusion coefficients and 
increase the thicknesses of boundary layers (and these effects 
more than offset cold-driven increases in oxygen solubility). Thus, 
oxygen is less available to aquatic insects in high-elevation streams 
than it is in warmer, low-elevation streams. Stream warming will 
raise the OSI, but this effect likely will not be enough to offset 
rising metabolic demand for oxygen. Figure reproduced with 
permission from Verberk et al. (2011)
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threaten high-elevation aquatic insects by decreasing the ratio of ox-
ygen supply to demand, especially during summertime spikes in day-
time temperatures. If oxygen supply consistently falls short of demand, 
the organism faces functional hypoxia (Harrison et al., 2018). Even if 
not immediately lethal, functional hypoxia may still suppress the ca-
pacity for core functions such as homeostasis, activity, and growth, 
with negative effects on fitness (Pörtner & Knust, 2007). Indeed, sub-
lethal effects of oxygen shortage in high-elevation streams have been 
proposed to drive community composition of macroinvertebrates 
(Jacobsen, 2008; Jacobsen et al., 2003; Verberk et al., 2011) and may 
prevent species from tracking their thermal niche by moving to higher 
elevations during climate warming (Jacobsen, 2020). Developmental 
changes in body size may also influence the relative effects of oxygen–
temperature interactions. In particular, smaller individuals will have 
higher surface-to-volume ratios, whereas larger individuals may be 
able to ventilate themselves more easily by moving into higher flows or 
by using body movements to break up boundary layers. Unlike terres-
trial insects (Greenlee & Harrison, 2005; Kirkton et al., 2005), we know 
little about the relative respiratory performance of aquatic individuals 
within and across instars.

2.3 | Variable flow regimes

Flow distributes nutrients, homogenizes temperatures over small 
spatial scales, and influences oxygen supply to aquatic insects. 
Flow is also complex in both space and time, especially in mountain 
streams. Within stream substrates, where most insects live, flow 
fields reflect interactions between fast, turbulent water in the main 
channel (reaching 1.5 m/s or greater) and slower, meandering flows 
in interstitial spaces (<5 cm/s; Comiti et al., 2007; White, 1990). 
Slower, more laminar flows result in thicker boundary layers around 
surfaces (e.g., rocks, insects), which in turn reduce oxygen supply 
to insects (Vogel, 1994). Because flow velocities are highly variable 
over small spatial scales, individual insects have enormous potential 
to alter local flow regimes through their movement and may be able 
to offset thermally induced oxygen limitation or avoid scouring from 
floods (Hynes, 1970). Floods can occur daily and seasonally at high 
elevations (Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017) and disturb aquatic commu-
nities by dislodging individuals, scouring substrates, and decreasing 
food availability (Allan & Castillo, 2007).

As glaciers and snowfields melt at higher rates, flows are predicted 
to increase in the short term and alter the frequency and severity of 
flood and drought events (Gobiet et al., 2014; Milner et al., 2017). 
Although some high-elevation aquatic insects are able to recover 
after such disturbances (Poff et al., 2018), the higher magnitude and 
frequency of future floods may negatively affect insect populations 
and their food sources (Jacobsen et al., 2014). Additionally, increased 
glacial melting will lead to prolonged periods of higher turbidity and 
lower water temperatures, which may drive aquatic fauna downstream 
(Jacobsen et al., 2012, 2014). As glaciers and snowfields decline, how-
ever, decreasing runoff may allow some organisms to colonize locations 
closer to stream sources (Jacobsen et al., 2014). Thus, multidirectional 

shifts in elevation/longitudinal species ranges may reflect different 
phases of glacial shrinkage (Jacobsen et al., 2014). Eventually, meltwa-
ter sources in some regions will disappear altogether and the ensuing 
shift in streamflow (e.g., perennial to seasonal) will likely result in habi-
tat-loss and extirpations of local taxa (Jacobsen et al., 2012).

2.4 | High levels of ultraviolet radiation

Organisms living in high-elevation streams experience ex-
tremely high levels of damaging UV radiation. Incident UV-B ra-
diation (320 nm) increases by 11% for every 1,000 m of elevation 
(Blumthaler et al., 1997). Terrestrially derived dissolved organic 
matter (DOM) strongly and selectively absorbs the most damaging 
UV-B radiation and decreases at higher elevations due to low in-
puts arising from sparse streamside terrestrial vegetation (Clements 
et al., 2008; Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017; Moser et al., 2019). Turbidity 
from glacial flour in meltwater can moderate UV exposure, but it 
does not selectively absorb UV like DOM (Rose et al., 2014). This can 
lead to very high UV exposure as glacial influences recede, expos-
ing insects to as much as 70% or more of incoming solar UV radia-
tion (Figure 5; Clements et al., 2008; Williamson et al., 1996, 2001). 
Low temperatures in high-elevation streams also reduce the ability 
of invertebrates to repair UV-damaged DNA by slowing down the 
activity of key enzymes (photolyases) for photo-repair (MacFadyen 
et al., 2004).

High levels of UV can depress local macroinvertebrate densities. 
Experimental exclusion of solar UV radiation from high-elevation 
streams typically increases the abundance of stream insects, by 
as much as 54% (Clements et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2003; Kiffney 
et al., 1997). Aquatic insects at higher latitudes are shielded from 

F I G U R E  5   Estimated percent of subsurface incident 320 nm 
UV radiation reaching the bottom of a 10 cm deep stream across 
an elevation gradient in the Canadian Rocky Mountains and the 
Beartooth Mountains of Montana, United States. Estimates are 
based on UV transparency measurements from the surfaces of 
lakes from which streams flow at the given elevation. Canadian 
Rockies data from Olson et al. (2018); Beartooth Mountains data 
from Williamson, unpublished
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harmful UV radiation during winter, when streams are covered by 
snow and ice. This cover can last up to, or even beyond, the summer 
solstice when UV radiation is highest. However, climate warming is 
exposing benthic habitats to higher levels of UV radiation for lon-
ger periods, by shortening the duration of snow and ice cover, de-
creasing stream depths, and reducing glacial till (Benson et al., 2012; 
IPCC, 2019). Some aquatic insects may be able to reduce the impact 
of higher UV radiation via photoprotective pigments such as mela-
nin (Loayza-Muro et al., 2013). Other species are able to detect and 
avoid UV radiation by selecting sheltered microhabitats (Johansson 
& Nyström, 2004).

Over longer timescales, however, climate change may result in 
lower UV exposure at moderately high elevations. Succession of ter-
restrial vegetation following deglaciation (Cannone et al., 2008) will 
increase concentrations of terrestrially derived DOM (Williamson 
et al., 2001). Furthermore, treelines are expected to rise to 100–
640 m by 2100 (Grace et al., 2002), which, in combination with high 
DOM concentrations, should reduce UV exposure to levels similar to 
lower elevations (Frost et al., 2005).

2.5 | Low ionic strength

Ion concentrations in high-elevation streams are generally low but 
can be highly variable (Figure 3). Ionic concentrations depend on 
the relative contributions of hydrological sources, streamflow, and 
bedrock type, especially igneous versus calcareous (Stottlemyer & 
Troendle, 1992). Headwaters often have reduced ionic content com-
pared to lower reaches, with specific conductivities below 20 μS/
cm, but sometimes as low as 2 μS/cm (close to distilled water; 
Figure 3; Hotaling, Foley, et al., 2019; Hotaling et al., 2020; Tronstad 
et al., 2020). Low ionic concentrations are common in systems that 
drain metamorphic rocks or that are fed primarily by glacier or snow 
melt (reviewed in Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017). Maintaining ion ho-
meostasis in dilute water is an underappreciated challenge that may 
influence high-elevation aquatic insects.

The challenge of maintaining ion homeostasis stems from 
strong gradients between tissues and water (Dowse et al., 2017; 
Kefford, 2019). Inward fluxes of water are driven by large os-
motic gradients, generally 200–400 mOsm/L, across the cu-
ticle, respiratory surfaces, and gut. Large ionic gradients in the 
opposite direction drive losses of salts, most critically sodium 
and chloride, even though most insects have mechanisms for re-
capturing ions from urine and feces (Phillips et al., 1987). Ionic 
losses are exacerbated by having to produce large quantities of 
urine to offset osmotic uptake of water (Buchwalter et al., 2002; 
Kapoor, 1979). To cope, many aquatic insects have evolved chlo-
ride cells, chloride epithelia, or anal papillae to capture ions from 
dilute water (Komnick, 1977; Scheibener et al., 2016) and at least 
some stonefly nymphs can osmoregulate even in distilled water 
(Kapoor, 1979). However, iono- and osmoregulation can be energy 
and oxygen-intensive (Buchwalter et al., 2002; Kapoor, 1978; Orr 
& Buchwalter, 2020).

Climate change may exacerbate osmoregulatory challenges. 
In high-elevation streams, ion concentrations are typically high-
est when flows are low. During periods of heavy runoff, like spring 
and early summer, the ionic strength of alpine streams can be di-
luted by a factor of 2 or 3 (Caine & Thurman, 1990). As glaciers and 
snowfields melt at higher rates, flows during runoff are expected to 
increase in the short term (Milner et al., 2017), which may expose 
insects to more severe and prolonged periods of low ionic strength. 
In the long-term, however, stream ionic concentrations may rebound 
in response to lower flows as glaciers disappear.

2.6 | Interactions among abiotic challenges

Although the challenges described above are physically and physio-
logically distinct, they are likely to interact strongly (Figure 6). Below, 
we discuss four such interactions that may challenge high-elevation 
aquatic insects during climate change.

The first is an interaction between water temperature and UV ra-
diation (Figure 6a). Climate change will subject high-elevation aquatic 
insects to greater levels of damaging UV radiation due to decreased 
snow cover, water depth, and levels of glacial flour (IPCC, 2019). 
Because the action of UV-repair enzymes is slowed by low tempera-
tures, higher levels of UV damage may be especially difficult to sus-
tain in cold, high-elevation streams (MacFadyen et al., 2004). In this 
context, rising stream temperatures may thus help aquatic insects.

Second, we expect a three-way interaction among tempera-
ture, oxygen, and flow, which jointly determine the ratio of oxygen 
supply to demand in aquatic insects (Figure 6b). In summer, the co- 
occurrence of higher temperatures and lower flows will likely be 
acutely problematic; higher temperatures will stimulate demand for 
oxygen, while lower flows will make it difficult to obtain adequate 
supply across thicker boundary layers. This proposed mechanism is 
consistent with studies showing that oxygen limitation can influence 

F I G U R E  6   Many of the physiological challenges experienced 
by high-elevation stream insects result from complex interactions 
among abiotic factors

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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upper thermal limits in aquatic insects (Pörtner, 2001; Verberk & 
Calosi, 2012; Verberk et al., 2013, 2016).

Third, we expect warming streams to drive interactions among 
UV, thermal, and respiratory challenges (Figure 6c). In particular, 
higher levels of UV radiation may force aquatic insects into more 
sheltered locations (Johansson & Nyström, 2004) with lower flows, 
magnifying the oxygen stress arising from higher stream tempera-
tures. More generally, higher UV will restrict the range of behavioral 
options available to individuals moving in response to other high-el-
evation challenges. However, negative effects of UV damage may 
be offset by faster working UV repair enzymes, as explained above.

The fourth is an interaction between low ionic strength and 
oxygen homeostasis (Figure 6d). In freshwater, ion capture is en-
ergy-intensive, requiring specialized cells with abundant mitochon-
dria. In freshwater fishes, ion homeostasis can account for 20% 
of an organism's energy budget (Soengas et al., 2007). These fig-
ures may be even higher in aquatic insects given that they exhibit 
higher ratios of surface area to volume (Buchwalter et al., 2002; 
but see Edwards, 1982). In some insects (e.g., stoneflies), chloride 
cells occur on the same tracheal gill filaments involved in oxygen 
uptake, suggesting trade-offs between osmo/ionoregulatory and 
respiratory functions (Kapoor, 1978; Kapoor & Zachariah, 1973; 
Komnick, 1977). As streams warm, rates of active ion transport will 
likely increase, raising the metabolic cost of ionoregulation (Orr & 
Buchwalter, 2020). These interactions may magnify respiratory chal-
lenges arising from lower oxygen supply at higher elevations and 
may prevent uphill shifts of local populations into reaches with lower 
conductivity.

3  | INSEC T RESPONSES

Whether high-elevation aquatic insects will persist under climate 
change depends largely on how they respond to the environmental 
challenges described above. Below, we discuss three fundamental 
classes of response—behavior, plasticity, and evolution. In almost all 
cases, we conclude that too little is known about high-elevation in-
sects to make confident predictions, highlighting the pressing need 
for more research on these taxa.

3.1 | Behavior

By moving within streams, aquatic organisms can alter their local 
environments. Such movements may allow individuals to escape, or 
at least mitigate, deteriorating climatic conditions. Because so few 
behavioral studies have focused on high-elevation aquatic taxa, the 
possibilities outlined below draw mostly from low-elevation studies.

To mitigate the effects of oxygen shortages at high elevations, 
individuals may rely on more frequent respiratory movements. 
When oxygen availability is reduced due to high temperature 
or low flow, many aquatic insects undulate their bodies (Gallon 
et al., 2008; Genkai-Kato et al., 2000; Williams et al., 1987). This 

disrupts boundary layers around respiratory surfaces and increases 
oxygen supply (Eriksen, 1963). Such movements may have enabled 
some caddisfly lineages to radiate into lentic habitats (Wiggins & 
Wichard, 1989) and may allow high-elevation insects to mitigate 
low-oxygen stress, at the cost of additional energy expended.

High-elevation insects may also offset changing physical con-
ditions by repositioning themselves locally within the stream sub-
strate. In mountain streams, water velocity is highly heterogeneous 
over small spatial scales and affects insect microdistributions (Brooks 
et al., 2005; Mérigoux & Dolédec, 2004). By adjusting their position 
on the substrate, aquatic insects can alter flows around their bod-
ies (Genkai-Kato et al., 2005; Kovalak, 1979; Wiley & Kohler, 1980). 
This allows them to escape damaging flow conditions during floods 
(Townsend et al., 1997) and may relieve oxygen limitation arising 
from increased temperatures, low dissolved oxygen, or low flows 
(Genkai-Kato et al., 2005). Additionally, during warm events, in-
sects may be able to exploit cool patches of upwelling groundwa-
ter (e.g., Ebersole et al., 2001) or local inputs from icy seeps and 
springs (Hotaling et al., 2017; Hotaling, Foley, et al., 2019; Tronstad 
et al., 2020). Hyporheic habitats may also provide refuge (Wood 
et al., 2010) from warm, summer conditions and from UV radiation. 
However, flow and dissolved oxygen typically decrease with depth, 
which may limit the utility of vertical migrations for solving problems 
of oxygen supply and demand (Williams & Hynes, 1974).

High-elevation aquatic insects may also exploit temperature gra-
dients on larger spatial scales. First, individuals, and possibly entire 
communities, may migrate upslope into cooler temperatures, if there 
is appropriate habitat still higher up (Giersch et al., 2015; Milner 
et al., 2008; Sheldon, 2012). Second, aquatic insects could disperse 
across drainages to more suitable habitat as winged adults. This may 
not be a viable option for many high-elevation species given that 
topographies are complex and flight abilities of stream insects are 
often poor (Finn et al., 2006; Giersch et al., 2017). However, a high 
degree of genetic connectivity among some alpine stoneflies has 
been observed (Dussex et al., 2016; Hotaling et al., 2018).

3.2 | Physiological plasticity

Although plasticity is used by many organisms to cope with environ-
mental variation (Gotthard et al., 1995; Levins, 1968), whether it can 
be used to mitigate the effects of climate change in aquatic systems 
remains largely unknown, especially at high elevations.

Many studies have found plasticity in upper thermal tolerance 
traits, (e.g., Calosi et al., 2008; Dallas & Rivers-Moore, 2012; Heiman 
& Knight, 1972; Shah, Funk, et al., 2017), but fewer have focused 
on plasticity in other traits (e.g., the temperature-sensitivity of met-
abolic rates, Buffington, 1969). In line with the expectation that 
species evolving in more variable environments should have greater 
acclimation capacities (Ghalambor et al., 2006; Janzen, 1967), may-
flies from alpine streams showed greater acclimation of CTMAX in 
temperate compared to tropical streams (Shah, Funk, et al., 2017). 
This pattern, however, was reversed in stoneflies, indicating that 
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plasticity can vary among co-occurring taxa (Shah, Funk, et al., 2017). 
To date, most studies on thermal acclimation of insects have focused 
on short-term exposure to stressful temperatures. However, the 
level and type (reversible or irreversible) of plasticity an organism 
exhibits is related to the length of exposure to the new environment 
(Angilletta, 2009; Piersma & Drent, 2003). Because climate change 
will result in longer term changes to stream thermal regimes, exper-
iments addressing long-term effects are urgently needed (Rezende 
et al., 2014).

Rising temperatures reduce the ratio of oxygen supply to de-
mand, and therefore, plasticity in traits related to oxygen transport 
may be necessary for aquatic insect survival. Terrestrial insects 
show significant plasticity in tracheal morphology in response to 
experimentally altered oxygen levels; insects developing in hypoxia 
have larger primary tracheal tubes and greater elaboration of the 
finest, tracheolar branches (Harrison et al., 2006; Loudon, 1989). 
However, few studies have explored the plasticity of tracheal sys-
tems in aquatic insects, focusing instead on the plasticity of external 
gill structures. Wichard (1974) showed that the number of gill fil-
aments of limnephilid caddisflies varied inversely with the oxygen 
level in experimental tanks. Similarly, both wild and captive caddis-
flies show increased numbers of gill tufts and gill filaments when 
exposed to warm conditions (Badcock et al., 1987). However, these 
findings require functional testing to understand their role in organ-
ismal performance.

Whether aquatic insects show plasticity in response to abiotic 
factors beyond temperature is less well known. For example, al-
though climate change is altering flow regimes, no study has explic-
itly examined plasticity in morphology or overall body shape as a 
function of flow. In one instance, stonefly body shape was shown 
to be correlated with varying flow regimes but it is unclear whether 
these differences arose via plasticity or local adaptation (Edwards & 
Moore, 2017). Flow-induced plasticity in body shape may be com-
mon in aquatic insects given how common it is for other aquatic 
taxa, especially fish (e.g., Haas et al., 2015). Additionally, changing 
ionic strengths in high-elevation streams may drive plasticity in 
chloride cell morphology and associated metabolic costs. Aquatic 
insects reared in water with reduced ionic content show greater 
mitochondrial densities and more infolding of plasma membranes 
associated with ion pumping epithelial cells (Komnick, 1977). The 
metabolic consequences of changes in ionoregulatory capacity may 
be large and interact with other aspects of oxygen physiology, but 
how these influence aquatic insect survival is unknown. Lastly, no 
studies have investigated the potential for plasticity in UV tolerance 
in aquatic insects. However, plasticity in the pigmentation of other 
aquatic invertebrates exists (Rangel et al., 2005) and may be possible 
in high-elevation insects.

3.3 | Evolution

Can high-elevation stream insects evolve rapidly enough to keep 
pace with climate change? Evolution on contemporary timescales 

has been reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Hendry et al., 2018; Stockwell 
et al., 2003), and many documented examples now exist (e.g., Grant 
et al., 2017; Lescak et al., 2015; Reznick et al., 1997). However, the 
adaptive potential of high-elevation taxa per se is unknown and will 
depend on a complex set of factors.

Evolutionary change proceeds most rapidly when standing 
genetic variation relevant to new conditions already exists in a 
population (Barrett & Schluter, 2008). One approach to under-
standing evolutionary potential of high-elevation aquatic insects 
thus would be to identify key ecologically relevant phenotypes—
for example, thermal tolerance limits, oxygen handling capacity, 
or UV resistance—and to assess genetic variation at loci underly-
ing them. To date, these kinds of studies have not been done for 
any high-elevation taxa. Another approach would be to assess lev-
els of genetic diversity broadly across genomes within and among 
populations, with higher genetic diversity suggesting greater 
adaptive potential (i.e., more standing genetic variation on which 
selection can act).

There are two general expectations about patterns of genetic 
diversity in high-elevation stream insects. The first is that indi-
vidual populations should contain low levels of genetic diversity 
because they tend to be small, isolated, and perhaps of recent or-
igin (i.e., greater influence of genetic drift, less gene flow among 
populations, less time to accrue genetic diversity; e.g., Finn 
et al., 2006). Empirical support for this pattern has been mixed. For 
instance, among montane mayflies in the Andes, higher elevation 
populations are less genetically diverse and show reduced gene 
flow versus populations 1,400 m downslope (Polato et al., 2017). 
Finn et al. (2013), by contrast, showed that mayfly (Baetis alpinus) 
populations inhabiting more glacially influenced streams con-
tained greater mitochondrial genetic diversity. Climate change 
itself may further erode the evolutionary potential of high-eleva-
tion aquatic insects. Given the possibility for substantial isolation 
by distance in headwaters (Finn & Poff, 2011), declining popula-
tion sizes or local extirpation could exacerbate isolation, reduce 
gene flow, and increase the relative influence of genetic drift ver-
sus other evolutionary forces (e.g., gene flow; Finn et al., 2013). 
Consistent with this idea, warming has been posited to explain 
the loss of genetic diversity in a high-elevation stonefly (Jordan 
et al., 2016).

At the same time, barriers to dispersal paired with weak capac-
ities for active dispersal may lead to substantial genetic differen-
tiation among populations in space and possibly local adaptation 
(Kawecki & Ebert, 2004). Here too, the data are mixed. Dussex 
et al. (2016) tested for differentiation within co-distributed spe-
cies of mountain stoneflies that differ in wingedness, and found 
genetic structuring within the wingless species (Zelandoperla 
fenestrata), indicating reduced gene flow among populations, 
but not within the winged species (Z. decorata). More recently, 
Hotaling et al. (2018) identified a link between the timing of gla-
cial retreat and the evolutionary history of L. tumana, with ge-
nome-wide evidence supporting a history of divergence with gene 
flow since the last glacial maximum (~20,000 years ago). These 
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findings run counter to general expectations of isolation with lim-
ited gene flow and suggest that gene flow potential and effective 
population sizes of high-elevation stream insects may be larger 
than previously thought. However, populations can also be differ-
entiated enough that substantial genetic variation exists at land-
scape scales (e.g., Finn et al., 2006; Monaghan et al., 2001; Polato 
et al., 2018). It is thus possible, and perhaps likely, that general 
conclusions are inappropriate and that patterns of differentiation 
and overall levels of genetic diversity vary strongly among taxa 
(e.g., Monaghan et al., 2002). At present, no targeted studies of 
local adaptation have been conducted for high-elevation stream 
insects. However, the results of a single, multi-taxon reciprocal 
transplant study showed that lower elevation taxa can survive 
harsher, headwater conditions for a short period of time (2 weeks; 
Madsen et al., 2015).

4  | CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

One possibility is that high-elevation stream insects will endure in 
the face of climate change. Indeed, some species can tolerate at 
least short-term exposure to high temperatures (>20°C; Hotaling 
et al., 2020), and cool microclimates may provide refugia from rap-
idly changing conditions (Tronstad et al., 2020). In fact, there is 
some evidence that annual snow and ice melt, which should con-
tinue into the next century, may help maintain community structure 
over larger spatial scales even after complete deglaciation (Muhlfeld 
et al., 2020). Due to the variable nature of high-elevation streams, 
particularly in temperate regions, resident taxa may also exhibit im-
pressive capacities for plasticity and adaptation, which may shield 
them from increasingly stressful conditions.

More likely, however, is that high-elevation insects will be se-
verely threatened by future climate change (Hannah et al., 2007). 
Although conserving these ecosystems is a high priority (Hotaling 
et al., 2017), it will be difficult because slowing climate change 
will require global rather than local action (Khamis et al., 2014). 
We propose that the most productive course of action is, first, to 
understand the challenges that threaten high-elevation taxa and 
the mechanisms by which they might respond. This may allow us 
to more clearly identify threats and vulnerable species so that re-
sources can be allocated where they are needed most. However, 
our current knowledge is severely limited, as reflected by our com-
mon conclusion in this review that, “little is known.” We therefore 
provide a prioritized list of key conceptual questions and practical 
challenges to guide future research and fill important knowledge 
gaps (Figure 7).

We especially stress the need for more work on high-elevation  
stream insects in the tropics, which have been studied far less 
and may be more threatened than those in temperate regions 
(Jacobsen & Dangles, 2017; Polato et al., 2018). Traditional think-
ing suggests that temperate populations are most at risk because 
air temperatures are projected to warmth most rapidly at high lat-
itudes (IPCC, 2018). However, winter may provide some respite 

from high temperatures by recharging meltwater sources with 
new snowfall. This may slow the rates at which temperate gla-
ciers recede and streams warm. Tropical and subtropical streams 
do not exhibit as much seasonal variation in temperature, how-
ever, and will likely warm more consistently and rapidly (Boulton 
et al., 2008). Current data from the Andes in South America and 
the Himalayas in South Asia show rapid glacial retreat and warm-
ing (Shrestha & Aryal, 2011; Vuille et al., 2008). Because tropi-
cal stream insects tend to have narrow thermal tolerances (Shah, 
Gill, et al., 2017) and a reduced capacity to acclimate (Shah, Funk, 
et al., 2017), they may be less physiologically equipped to mitigate 
such challenges, making them especially susceptible to climate 
change (Polato et al., 2018).

Finally, we reiterate that although our focus is on abiotic 
factors, biotic interactions will also be crucial to understanding 
responses to climate change. For instance, it is likely that cold head-
waters prevent invasion by lower elevation predators and compet-
itors (Isaak et al., 2015). The fates of high-elevation insects may, 

F I G U R E  7   A prioritized list of key conceptual questions 
to answer and practical challenges to solve. Answering the 
conceptual questions will provide a firmer theoretical foundation 
for connecting physical and physiological challenges of climate 
change to the expected responses of individuals and populations. 
Solving the practical challenges will provide better long-term data 
on spatial and temporal variation in conditions and will provide 
new tools and information for carrying out more comprehensive 
experiments. Ultimately, these aims will aid in forecasting species 
responses to climate change and conserving stream insect 
diversity at high elevations
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therefore, depend on whether and how abiotic conditions set the 
upper elevation limits of lower elevation insects, how temperature, 
oxygen, flow, UV, and salinity influence predation and competition, 
and whether altered conditions under climate change will allow for 
widespread uphill migrations of lowland taxa (Dunson & Travis, 
1991; Schmitz & Barton, 2014; Sheldon et al., 2011). For some 
species, another possible consequence of the upward migration 
of lower elevation populations is hybridization with high-eleva-
tion populations (Shah et al., 2020). Hybridization could introduce 
new “lowland” alleles into high-elevation populations, creating the 
potential for genetic rescue (Hamilton & Miller, 2016), but may 
also accelerate population declines if maladaptive alleles swamp 
out local adaptation of high-elevation populations (Kirkpatrick & 
Barton, 1997).
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